 Participant #2  
Notes by CK & SP

Scenario 1:  
- Used keyword search  
jars, sooting  
jars sooting  
jars  
jar the only on that works (just an issue with the prototype—theoretically, all the searches she initially tried should work)  
@ detail page tried clicking next, then also looked for a "back" (presumably to search results)

Scenario 2:  
- Went to location facets to Grave 13  
- Asked how to get to it—then saw "Go" button

Scenario 3:  
- Artifact class, checked "vessels"  
   ➔ Go  
   ➔ Clicked "text only"  
   ➔ Clicked "print results"  
   ➔ Clicked print

Overall Interface Comments:  

Compare Map Layouts  
- Would like bigger map (as on 1st version)  
- Likes 1st one better because may not notice map when it is on right (note: likes blue color)  
- BUT likes facets over map  
- Had no problems with the 2 "go" buttons

Follow-up  
- Would like having a back button  
- Likes thumbnail/text only view  
- Thinks the map will be cool  
- Understands total matches  
- Likes the overall layout—found it easy to follow  
- Could not find help button  
   ➔ try calling it "how to navigate system," etc.